VA Bureaucrat Survey Monkey Business
Note: most links here are on my website and NOT Google
or anything related to it.

Memorial Day

Ignore hobgoblins like this and similar. It means that a file
or page in/on my website will open. It does NOT mean that
you will have a flat tire on your car or that you will have to
call a plumber because your toilet will be stopped up or that
Dump will hack into your computer and steal your money.
For an explanation of cyber nonsense like this, See this:
http://geriatricgourmet.com/files/Future_vs._Now_Oct_2017.pdf

I just took a VA survey. I get a lot of them in my email.
And after I took it, I wondered:

If anybody REALLY wants to know..............
On my website; NOT Google or anything related to it:
Big Time VA Mess!
http://geriatricgourmet.com/files/_We_don_t_do_that_h
ere._.pdf
Bottom right of this page:
http://geriatricgourmet.com/Experience.html
Does anybody really care or other than genuine medical
personnel is the VA populated primarily by bureaucrats?
http://geriatricgourmet.com/files/Bureaucrat_Definition
.pdf
Bizarre:
Because of the pervasive “Culture of Fear” that permeates
the VA, I understand why the VA is terrified of things like
Google and does not want its employees to open stuff in it
of refer to it. Because this is the 21st Century, the
Information Age, and therefore the internet; most other
entities e.g. government agencies, banks, credit card
companies and financial agencies, hospitals etc. have
figured out how to deal with and have safeguards against
security problems. This makes the VA pretty much Stone
Age and irresponsible about it..............but whatever. This is
why I create CDs and thumb drives for VA personal and
why I try to refer to things on my website and, if possible
avoid anything on Google. But often Google is the most
informative about my issues. This way, VA employees can

read this (the CD or thumb drive) on a personal computer
and not a VA computer. I do this with my doctors,
pharmacist, dietician, clerks etc. and it works very well
without jeopardizing anybody with the VA.

